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Over several centuries the ambulance has evolved
from horse-drawn wagons designed to remove
wounded soldiers from the battlefield into high-speed
emergency rooms on wheels, staffed by skilled
professionals. This thorough history follows the
ambulance through every phase, focusing not just on
the vehicles but on their role within the developing
medical systems they served, as well as the political,
social and economic influences that have shaped their
advancement. Topics include the critical role of police
ambulances in the development of the first
emergency medical services, the history of the
ambulance intern, breakthroughs in ambulance
design and function from the horse-drawn days to the
present, notable women in ambulance development,
and a fresh look at the first organized paramedic
services. More than 275 photographs and other
illustrations accompany the text.

EMT Exam For Dummies with Online
Practice
Unique in perspective, this handbook focuses on the
core aspects of metropolitanism--giving readers what
they need to be knowledgeable and effective
metropolitan citizens. It provides cutting-edge
insights into the nature and affects of two
simultaneous contests--the competition among
several hundred metropolitan regions and the
competition with any single metropolitan area--and
thus serves as an owner's manual for participating in
both aspects of the metropolitan chase within the
United States. Includes an Internet Guide to
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Metropolitan Regions, Governance, and Policies, and
essential information on metropolitan areas with
populations over one million. Distinguishing
characteristics of the new Metropolitan Region; The
key players (The Public Sector, The Business Sector,
The Nonprofit Sector, The Civic Sphere); The External
Chase (competition among metros--Economic
Development; Transportation; Education; Arts,
Entertainment, and Tourism); The Internal Chase
(competition within metros--Protecting People and
Property; Protecting Health and the Environment;
Providing Housing; Providing Recreation, Parks, and
Open Space; Taxes). For anyone interested in Urban
Politics, Metropolitan Politics, Urban Planning, Urban
Affairs, and Local Government.

The Complete Guide to Public Safety
Cycling
Introduction to Human Disease
An Introduction to Epidemiology
This books provides content that arms clinicians with
the core knowledge and competencies necessary to
be effective informatics leaders in health care
organizations. The content is drawn from the areas
recognized by the American Council on Graduate
Medical Education (ACGME) as necessary to prepare
physicians to become Board Certified in Clinical
Informatics. Clinical informaticians transform health
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care by analyzing, designing, selecting,
implementing, managing, and evaluating information
and communication technologies (ICT) that enhance
individual and population health outcomes, improve
patient care processes, and strengthen the clinicianpatient relationship. As the specialty grows, the
content in this book covers areas useful to nurses,
pharmacists, and information science graduate
students in clinical/health informatics programs.
These core competencies for clinical informatics are
needed by all those who lead and manage ICT in
health organizations, and there are likely to be future
professional certifications that require the content in
this text.

Library Journal
Books in Print
The Writer's Desk Book
Medical and Health Care Books and
Serials in Print
Essential reading for anyone who has ever wondered
how EMS in America evolved into its present state.

Bibliography of the History of Medicine
A candid look at paramedics through their tradition of
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storytelling.

Emergency Encounters
Medical 911
(1E 1989 titled EMS Medical Directors' Handbook) Incl.
rick mgmt/education/ethical
issues/nurses/catastrophies/etc.

Handbook of Stress in the Occupations
Clinical Informatics Study Guide
America, History and Life
From Gutenberg to the Internet presents 63 original
readings from the history of computing, networking,
and telecommunications arranged thematically by
chapters. Most of the readings record basic
discoveries from the 1830s through the 1960s that
laid the foundation of the world of digital information
in which we live. These readings, some of which are
illustrated, trace historic steps from the early
nineteenth century development of telegraph
systems---the first data networks---through the
development of the earliest general-purpose
programmable computers and the earliest software,
to the foundation in 1969 of ARPANET, the first
national computer network that eventually became
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the Internet. The readings will allow you to review
early developments and ideas in the history of
information technology that eventually led to the
convergence of computing, data networking, and
telecommunications in the Internet. The editor has
written a lengthy illustrated historical introduction
concerning the impact of the Internet on book culture.
It compares and contrasts the transition from
manuscript to print initiated by Gutenberg's invention
of printing by moveable type in the 15th century with
the transition that began in the mid-19th century from
a print-centric world to the present world in which
printing co-exists with various electronic media that
converged to form the Internet. He also provided a
comprehensive and wide-ranging annotated timeline
covering selected developments in the history of
information technology from the year 100 up to 2004,
and supplied introductory notes to each reading.
Some introductory notes contain supplementary
illustrations.

The Cambridge modern history. 13.
Genealogical tables and lists and general
index
Test-taking strategies and steps to succeed as an EMT
No two EMT exam experiences are exactly alike, as
questions aretailored to the test-taker and range in
topics from handlingmedical emergencies and patient
assessment, to medical ethics,ambulance operations,
and pediatrics. EMT Exam For Dummiestakes the
intimidation out of the test, offering everything
youneed to prepare for—and pass—the exam. Along
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with thebook, there is also an online companion
website that features twoadditional practice tests,
and over 200 flashcards to ensure thatyou do your
best on test day. Career opportunities are abundant
for certified EMTs, and thisstraightforward guide
increases your chances of scoring higher onthe
computer-adaptive and practical portions of the exam
so you canget out in the field and dispense lifesaving
medical care. In thebook, you'll find an overview of
the EMT Exam, including testorganization and how
the exam is scored, content review withpractice
questions, a sneak peek at the practical exam, and
onefull-length practice test with detailed answer
explanations. Includes sample test questions and
detailed answers throughout,as well as a sneak peek
into the practical test Gives you two bonus practice
exams via the companion onlinetest bank, with tests
available in timed and untimed formats, andmore
than 200 flashcards that cover all the test topics
Offers clear test-taking advice for passing the
crucial,practical part of the exam Covers the
psychomotor component of the EMT Exam EMT Exam
For Dummies has everything you need to succeedas
an EMT and continue your training, and with an easyto-readstyle and focus on the most important details,
you'll be ready topass the exam in no time!

New Dimensions in Women's Health
The new edition of the Green Book now blends the
best information from the Graduate Medical Education
Directory AND GMED Companion: An Insider's Guide
to Selecting a Residency Program. This new format
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gives medical students all of the necessary tools and
insight to help them to make one of the most
important professional decisions of their careers. By
combining the texts of both of these great resources,
readers have at their fingertips all of the residency
program information, plus residency application and
career planning resources. The updated and
expanded information of the 2006 - 2007 edition
include: The official listings for residency programs at
more than 1,700 GME teaching institutions
Comprehensive GME program listings, including
program director, address, phone, fax, and e-mail
address Lists certification requirements for 24
medical specialty boards and teaching institutions
that sponsor GME programs Contains 6,500 revisions,
100 new programs, as well as updated certification
requirements and teaching institutions' listings
Information on fellowship/subspecialty programs,
Canadian programs, national medical societies and
medical licensure information This resource is a must
to help guide your residency program selection
process.

Talking Trauma
Inklings
Graduate Medical Education Directory
Traditional Storytelling Today
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The Caduceus, two entwined snakes set upon a rod,
was the ancient symbol of Hermes, the Greek god of
merchants. Today, it is a common and popular symbol
of the medical and allied professions. This book traces
the use of the caduceus symbol and answers the
question of how it came to be the symbol of medicine.
The book covers its origins in the Greco-Roman world,
its use by a medical publisher in the early 19th
century, the U.S. army's adoption of the symbol in
1902, and its widespread use after World War I.

American Book Publishing Record
First Published in 1999. Routledge is an imprint of
Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

Maneuver and Fire Power: The Evolution
of Divisions and Separate Brigades (
Cloth Edition format only)
Emergency Medical Services
CMH 60-14. Army Lineage Series. Traces the evolution
of divisions and brigades in the United States Army.
Gives a systematic account of the way these two
organizations evolved, highlighting the rationales
behind that evolution and the many factors that
played a part in bringing those changes into reality.
L.C. card 94-21031.

The Golden Wand of Medicine
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Foundations of EMS Systems, Third Edition is an
introductory text in the Fire and Emergency Services
Higher Education (FESHE) emergency medical
services (EMS) series. It provides an overview for
students, administrators, government officials, and
others who need to know about the emergency
medical services system.

Foundations of EMS Systems
Exam Prep for: Omaha Orange; A Popular
History of EMS in
The Cumulative Book Index
Emergency Medical Services: Clinical Practice and
SystemsOversight is the official textbook of the
National Associationof EMS Physicians™ (NAEMSP™)
National EMS MedicalDirectors Course and
Practicum™. Now paired with a companion website
featuring self-assessmentexercises, audio and video
clips of EMS best practices in action,and more, this
essential study aid guides students through the
coreknowledge they need to successfully complete
their training andbegin their careers as EMS
physicians. Emergency Medical Services: Clinical
Practice and SystemsOversight consists of: Volume 1:
Clinical Aspects of EMS Volume 2: Medical Oversight
of EMS Companion website featuring supportive selfassessmentexercises, audio and video clips
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From Gutenberg to the Internet
The Case for Books
Article abstracts and citations of reviews and
dissertations covering the United States and Canada.

Prehospital Systems and Medical
Oversight
The era of the printed book is at a crossroad. Ereaders are flooding the market, books are available
to read on cell phones, and companies such as
Google, Amazon, and Apple are competing to
command near monopolistic positions as sellers and
dispensers of digital information. Already, more books
have been scanned and digitized than were housed in
the great library in Alexandria. Is the printed book
resilient enough to survive the digital revolution, or
will it become obsolete? In this lasting collection of
essays, Robert Darnton—an intellectual pioneer in the
field of this history of the book—lends unique
authority to the life, role, and legacy of the book in
society.

Managing stress
Emergency
The Handbook of Stress in the Occupations sets a new
agenda for stress research and gives fresh impetus to
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scholars who wish to focus on issues and problems
associated with specific jobs, some of which have
received little attention in the past. Written by
researchers who are true experts in the field of each
occupation, this comprehensive Handbook reviews
stress in a wide range of jobs including transport,
education, farming, fishing, oil rig drilling, finance, law
enforcement, fire fighting, entrepreneurship, music,
social services, prisons, sport, and health including
surgery, internship, dentistry, nursing, paramedics,
psychiatry and social work. Several occupations such
as oil rig drilling are reviewed; these jobs have always
been stressful but have received little attention by
researchers, and only now receive more focus due to
the Bay of Mexico accident. Other occupations
demand more of our attention because there have
been substantial technological changes in particular
jobs, such as in dentistry, nursing, and surgery. This
lucid and insightful compendium will be a source of
inspiration for those in the helping professions and all
those individuals working in the industries described
in the book. More specifically, the Handbook will
strongly appeal to human resource specialists,
psychologists, occupational health and safety
professionals, managers, nurses and therapists.
Written in highly accessible language, it will also
provide rich reading to lay audiences including job
incumbents themselves, as well as specialists in
industry and academia. Academics and postgraduate
students of business, management, and psychology
will find plenty of detailed information regarding
stress associated with occupations.
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The Metropolitan Chase
The Ambulance
The use of bicycles by police, EMS, and security
personnel continues to grow along with increased
awareness of the benefits of an extremely mobile
team of first responders. While the reasons for
implementing a bicycle unit may vary, the goal of
each agency is the same: to provide assistance to
those who need it as quickly, safely, and effectively
as possible.In the past, officers and agencies seeking
to get a public safety bike unit rolling had to look far
and wide to assemble the necessary information. The
Complete Guide to Public Safety Cycling is the single
comprehensive source of in-depth information on
starting a bike unit or enhancing an established bike
unit with tactical and technical tips on everything
from basic equipment needs to detailed insights on
policy, maintenance, training, legal issues, and much
more.

Omaha Orange
EMS

Health Services Cyclopedic Dictionary
A world list of books in the English language.

Emergency Medical Services
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The Nation's Health
When Jeffrey Koterba was six, he started drawing his
first cartoons, painstakingly copying from the Sunday
Omaha World Herald’s funny papers and making up
his own characters. With a pen and a sheet of white
paper, he was able to escape into a world that was
clean, expansive, and comfortable—a refuge from the
pandemonium surrounding him. The tiny house
Koterba grew up in was full-to-bursting with garagesale treasures and televisions his father Art repaired
and sold for extra money. A hard-drinking one-time
jazz drummer whose big dreams never seemed to
come true, Art was subject to violent facial and vocal
tics—symptoms of Tourette’s Syndrome, a condition
Jeffrey inherited—as well as explosions of temper and
eccentricity that kept the Koterba family teetering on
the brink of disaster. From the canyons of broken
electronics, the lightning strikes, screaming matches,
and discouragements great and small emerged a
young man determined to follow his creative spirit to
grand heights. And much to his surprise, he found
himself on a journey back to his family and the father
he once longed to escape. An exuberant, heart-felt
memoir that calls to mind The Tender Bar and Fun
Home, Inklings is infused with an irresistible optimism
all its own.

Training to Fly - Military Flight Training
1907-1945
Introduction to Human Disease, Fourth Edition
presents the basic conce pts of pathophysiology in a
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beautifully illustrated and highly readabl e text for
students in nursing and other health professions. Its
goal is to provide a solid foundation for students to
build upon during the ir professional careers. The text
strives to provide students with a c lear
understanding of the structural and functional
changes caused by disease in tissues and organs.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY &
THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S
YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION
HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE
FICTION
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